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Tijana Matović1 University of Kragujevac Faculty of Philology and Arts Department of English Language and Literature



MYTHOPOETIC ASPECTS OF WHITENESS IN SYLVIA PLATH’S POETRY2



The poetic oeuvre of Sylvia Plath abounds in motifs related to the polymorphous moon, whiteness, or a lack of colour altogether, depicted as transparent paleness or pallor. This paper aims to conduct an analysis of the symbolism produced by the aforementioned motifs in Plath’s poetry, which embody a more complex paradigm than a simple, direct reference to the traditionally associated meanings of fertility, virginity, purity, and the like. Via a comparative analysis of a selection of Plath’s poems with the most prominent key motifs crucial for this paper, an attempt will be made at describing Plath’s idiosyncratic symbolism, which disturbs the established conception of femininity. Robert Graves’s study The White Goddess will be conducive to a versatile interpretation, but will likewise provide a framework of reference for, at times contradictory, analytic deduction. The mythopoetic microcosm Plath envisioned for her poetry uncovers the meandering progression of her sensibility, from the early poems like “Moonrise”, to her mature verses, such as “In Plaster”, “Tulips”, “The Moon and the Yew Tree”, and “Edge”. The figure of woman as goddess inherently connected with the natural world undergoes deconstruction in Plath’s poetry, while the goddess as fury is reaffirmed to suit the needs of the female narrator, positioned amidst 20th century references. Key words: Sylvia Plath, Robert Graves, poetry, whiteness, moon, femininity, myth, goddess



1. INTRODUCTION In February 1963, Betty Friedan’s study The Feminine Mystique reached publication and was soon to mark the beginning of a cultural movement that became known as the second wave of feminism. Despite its subsequent criticism for being restrictive in the domains of race and class when tackling the issues pertaining to women in the post-war United States3, Friedan’s study brought to the fore relevant aspects of sexist 1 [email protected] 2 This paper relies on the research performed for my Master Thesis Writing as an Act of Survival: Elements of Autobiography in Sylvia Plath’s Poetry and Prose (2012), written under the supervision of Professor Radmila Nastić, without whose invaluable help and guidance it would never have reached completion. 3 In her Feminist Theory: From Margin to Center, bell hooks (2000: 1) references Friedan’s limited critical range, by saying that “Friedan’s famous phrase, ‘the problem that has no name,’ often quoted to describe the condition of women in this society, actually referred to the plight of a select group of college-educated, middle- and upper-class, married white women”. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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oppression emerging from patriarchal structures, capitalist/consumerist practices, and the media, among others. Also in February 1963, eight days prior to the publication of The Feminine Mystique, Sylvia Plath killed herself under circumstances subsequently popularised to the point of mythologising her. Although immediately referencing her suicide in the introductory passage might imply employing an established cliché in the criticism of Plath’s writing, to mention it in the following context will contribute to somewhat relieving the subsequent analysis of the expected sensationalism. While the two abovementioned events share no direct linkage, and while Linda Wagner-Martin stated that “Plath never benefited from the language of the women’s movement: there might well have been a century between Friedan and Plath” (Wagner-Martin 2006: 52), they can still be interpreted as different symptoms of the same social affliction. Sylvia Plath was raised and she grew as a poet precisely in the circumstances of the cultural environment expounded upon by Friedan in her study, who even gathered her experimental data from Smith College – both of these women’s alma mater. Frequently enough, Friedan’s attempts at deconstructing the 1950s and 1960s position of women in the US coincide with Plath’s own insights into her existence as a woman maturing both personally and professionally in that climate (Matović 2013: 16-20). And Plath’s world was indeed fraught with the complexities of the feminine mystique, which encapsulated her to the point of drowning, even though she never overtly identified with any feminist agenda. However, it is solely within this framework of private history as a testimonial to more public aspects of womanhood (Matović 2017: 142-145) that Plath’s biography can be taken up as grounds for literary analysis, which ultimately is the de-sensationalised platform of this paper. The following analysis will focus on Plath’s poems which most prominently feature motifs of the polymorphous moon, whiteness, or a lack of colour altogether, depicted as transparent paleness or pallor. This imagery is especially relevant in Plath’s oeuvre since she afforded it a mythopoetic significance by incorporating it into her comprehensive imaginative scheme. As Eileen Aird (1973: 101) points out, the “recurrence of interrelated symbols and image clusters is one of the unifying elements of Sylvia Plath’s poetry”. From such a substructure, individual poems arise and can be analysed as forming part of Plath’s typically idiosyncratic mythopoetics. When her verse is forced into the frame of confessional poetry, Plath’s lyrical mythology is interpreted as encompassing her biography. However, as Judith Kroll (1976: 2) rightfully asserts, it is “the articulation of a mythic system which integrates all aspects of her work, and into which autobiographical or confessional details are shaped and absorbed, greatly qualifying how such elements ought to be viewed.” In the next section, an overview of myth-based literature will be provided in order to introduce the mythic referential points Plath absorbed in her poetry, primarily from Robert Graves’s study The White Goddess: A 186
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Historical Grammar of Poetic Myth, which gave her insight into motifs with a powerful mythopoetic potential, particularly with respect to the Triple Goddess as a lunar divinity. On the other hand, the absorption of these motifs, as will be made apparent in the following analysis, was for Plath never simplistic or one-sided. Her approach to imagery borrowed from mythic and archetypal literature involved a specific autonomy of expression, qualification, and ironisation. 2. myth and symbol in sylvia plath’s poetry Literary criticism has found it difficult to refrain not only from sensationalising Plath’s suicide when approaching her writing, but likewise from dissecting her relationship with Ted Hughes, British Poet Laureate and Plath’s husband. Their particular poetic symbiosis is more often than not taken as default grounds for interpreting Plath’s poetry, especially when combined with her extensive journal entries, all positioned within the speculative narrative concerning the personal drama that was to arise after Plath’s suicide. However, as is the case with her death, this aspect of Plath’s life will not be taken as ultimately relevant for the following analysis. While Hughes did introduce Plath to The White Goddess, it is what she took from it and how she transformed the material poetically that should be the object of exploration. As Kroll (1976: 6) perceptively puts it: To deal with the structure of Plath’s poetry is primarily to deal with the voices, landscape, characters, images, emblems, and motifs which articulate a mythic drama having something of the eternal necessity of Greek tragedy. The myth has its basis in her biography, but it in turn exercises a selective function on her biography and determines within it an increasingly restricted context of relevance as her work becomes more symbolic and archetypal.



Plath’s approach to Graves’s eclectic study on the White Goddess could be defined as intense, but simultaneously rather individualistic. Plath’s “readings, which included Jung, Frazer, Rank, Freud, and Graves, and her college honors thesis on the ‘double personality’ in Dostoevsky” (Kroll 1976: 13) all came into play when she set out to authentically envision existing mythological structures. Meletinsky’s observations in his study The Poetics of Myth (1996: 267) regarding German Romantic mythopoetics are equally applicable to Plath’s methodology, where “[e]lements are brought together from diverse mythologies to suffuse life into a fantasy world that is purely literary in structure but nonetheless based on myth”. Such literary transformation of myth afforded Plath an opportunity to grapple with issues she considered vital within her poetic sensibility. Furthermore, Meletinsky (18) recognised the importance myth had acquired in contemporary cultural and psychological theories, providing the example of Jungian psychology, where “myth in the sense of archetype Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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has become synonymous with the collective unconscious.” It is precisely such psychological application of mythic aspects that contribute to Plath’s poetry being “anything but adolescent and baldly confessional; rather, it’s a mythic excavation of the unconscious. Her subject is […] the struggle of a self with the elemental forces around it – what Emerson called ‘the Not Me’” (O’Rourke 2004: 338). The White Goddess had gathered quite a circle of literary admirers after its publication in 1948 (Goldman 2003: 33), reaching the height of its popularity when Hughes and Plath became more seriously involved, which is when Plath started reading it upon Hughes’s recommendation. Whether the study itself is factually consistent4 is for the purpose of this paper not specifically relevant, since it is not Graves’s mythological deciphering that carries most importance, but rather Plath’s re-appropriation of it. Graves (1962: 24) posited that true poetry is “an invocation of the White Goddess, or Muse,” whom he identified with the once supreme matriarchal divinity, formally superseded in the patriarchal system by the Sun God, but never essentially supplanted. The White Goddess is one of the emanations of the Triple Goddess, ruled by the moon, and symbolic of the cycles of birth, life, death, and subsequently rebirth (70). This goddess is a complex being, if not all-encompassing, and therefore particularly suitable for literary exploitation. Susan Bassnett (2005: 59) sees it as especially fruitful for Sylvia Plath. It is easy to see why this mythology should hold such appeal. The symbols of the White Goddess can be used in multiple ways and the simultaneous existence of the goddess as virgin, mother and hag offers enormous possibilities for poetry. Sylvia Plath has incorporated the triple patterning of the White Goddess into her own writing, seeing in its intricacies a solution to the perennial problem felt by women, that of fragmentation.



And it is the colour white that gains the most intricate signification in Plath’s mythopoetic universe. As Graves (1962: 434) himself indicates, the “whiteness of the Goddess has always been an ambivalent concept. In one sense it is the pleasant whiteness of pearl-barley, or a woman’s body, or milk, or unsmutched snow; in another it is the horrifying whiteness of a corpse, or a spectre, or leprosy.” It ought to be pointed out that Graves’s perception of women, as can be seen from the previously quoted text, was shaped by his idealistic views on femininity. In his mythic macrocosm, woman was an embodiment of inspiration, but not of action. Such glorification of the female principle to the point of divinity implies a displacement of the female subject into an object. His claim that “woman is not a poet[,] she is either a Muse or she is nothing” appears discriminatory, even when qualified with his stating that this “is not to say that a woman should refrain from writing poems; only, that she should write as a woman, not as 4 Meletinsky (1996: 143-144) himself dismissed Graves’s The White Goddess on account of its idiosyncratic nature, claiming that one “can safely ignore the interesting but over-imaginative attempt at analyzing the mythopoetic ‘wisdom’ in Robert Graves’s The White Goddess.”
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if she were an honorary man” (446-447). In a sense, this is exactly what Plath was trying to achieve – to write as a woman in her own right, and not as part of the exclusively male literary canon. However, on the other hand, it is this idealisation of femininity that her poems deconstruct, paradoxically by employing the motifs from Graves’s study, but revising them and imbuing them with a force of her own. 3. the mythopoetic potentials of whiteness Jo Gill (2008: 118-119) wonders: “Might it not be that Plath consciously uses mythological tropes as just one of many imaginative and aesthetic strategies? Might we not say that she exposes myth?”. If not precisely debunking myths, one must admit that Plath’s idiosyncratic approach does reshape them. Ostriker (1982: 72) explains that “revisionist mythmaking” implies confronting and re-appropriating myth in order to restage established, accepted modes of thought and rationality. As early as 1950, long before she was introduced to Graves’s study, Plath (2000: 8) wrote in her journal, which for her was a frequent mode of literary exercise: “A sudden slant of bluish light across the floor of a vacant room. And I knew it was not the streetlight, but the moon. What is more wonderful than to be a virgin, clean and sound and young, on such a night? … (being raped.)”. The moon’s glow is already attributed conflicting and ambiguous qualities. While initially compared to virginity and cleanliness, it is abruptly made complex with connotations of perverse sexuality. Dispelling the myth of an idealised purity conventionally attached to the colour white was at this point in its beginning stages for Plath, experiencing its birthing moments in her early poetry. Whiteness in Plath’s poems will turn out to be much more frequently connected with barrenness, madness and grief, than with idealised perfection, which, if present, is so in the sense of pure sterility, ultimately unreachable and undesirable. Plath’s vision of the moon, and whiteness in particular, is complex and often overarching. “The moon, that double symbol for Plath of sickness and normality, death and life, witch and protector” (Dickie 1982: 3) is never a simplistic presence. For Kroll (1976: 21), Plath’s use of the moon imagery referencing the Moon-muse “symbolizes the deepest source and inspiration of the poetic vision, the poet’s vocation, her female biology, and her role and fate as protagonist in a tragic drama.” The conventional classification of Sylvia Plath as a “death poet” becomes, upon closer examination, an oversimplified generalisation, primarily because Plath’s symbols never involve solely the phenomenon of death, but are rather built around the process of metamorphosis/transformation. Therefore, we ought to “understand her fascination with death as connected with and transformed into a broader concern with the themes of rebirth and transcendence” (Kroll 1976: 5). Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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3.1. The complexity of the moon imagery Several of the fifty poems classified as juvenilia in the Pulitzerawarded, posthumously published The Collected Poems (1981) exemplify Plath’s first poetic modelling of her mythic symbolism. “Metamorphoses of the Moon” and “Moonsong at Morning” employ moonlight in a more self-absorbed, associative manner than is the case in Plath’s later poetry. In “Metamorphoses of the Moon,” the moon serves as a platform for contrasting two worldviews – the one based on an imaginative, potentially mythological perception of reality, where “innocence / is a fairy-tale,” and a more ratiocinative one, whose dominance is questioned in that “intelligence / hangs itself on its own rope” (Plath 1981: 308). The moon’s mysterious, irrational constitution is further developed in “Moonsong at Morning” where it contrasts the sun and its scorching effects. When “each sacred body / night yielded up / is mangled by study / of microscope” (317), the human subject is swallowed up by their reflection in the mirror, drowned in what realism purports to be real. In Plath’s early verses, such as the poem “A Mad Girl’s Love Song,” commonly included in the appendix to her novel The Bell Jar, she toyed with moon images synaesthetically. The poetic speaker confesses: “I dreamed that you bewitched me into bed / And sung me moon-struck, kissed me quite insane. / (I think I made you up inside my head.)” (Plath 1953). The moon is tied up with irrationality and borderline states, but it appears predominantly in an attributive context. Aird (1973: 101)5 points to this “progression from the largely denotative significance of words in [Plath’s] early poetry to their referential value in her later poetry”. An example of such development would be Plath’s 1956 poem “Recantation,” which establishes a contrast between the “black pilgrimage” and the “moon-pocked crystal ball” (Plath 1981: 41), where the crystal ball does not provide reassuring comfort in being able to foretell the future. It might seem that here the image of whiteness is predominantly descriptive, but already it subtly articulates a grander symbolic framework. The crystal ball’s fullness and baldness is crossed with the pocked surface of the moon, which from a distance gives off the impression of smoothness and homogeneity, but upon closer inspection reveals spaces of diversity. Predicting the unknown rests reserved for divinities whom we cannot understand, but only read and interpret – just as the crystal ball offers its whiteness as prophetic, it likewise implies indifference and ultimate indecipherability, while the responsibility for future action lies solely with the individual subject. Aird (1973: 104) sees “Moonrise” as a transitional poem from early to a more mature symbolic integration in Plath’s oeuvre, saying that it manages to “internalise the perceived external details and relate them more immediately to experiences of the mind”. The poem demonstrates 5 Kroll (1976: 21) likewise references this dividing line in Plath’s poetry between “the early extraneous references and the late symbolically integrated ones.”
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Plath’s investment in Graves’s mythic paradigm by mentioning in its opening lines the “[g]rub-white mulberries” (Plath 1981: 98), fruit sacred to the Triple Goddess (Graves 1962: 70). The entire poetic effect rests upon the symbolic unity of its images. The lexeme white appears a staggering 22 times in the 30 lines of the poem, and it greatly qualifies its meaning. The poetic narrator identifies with whiteness, poking through the mulberries which undergo ripening and reddening. “White bruises toward color, else collapses” (Plath 1981: 98). Aside from the transitioning colours, the relevance of all else fades for the speaker, and while whiteness is symbolic of death and rationality, its meaning is complicated by its transformative potential and unstable nature. The lunar transformations – the maturing, ripening, the culminating redness shading into blackness, the failure to conceive, death, and the repetition of this process – all point to the cyclical structure of the universe and the poetic narrator’s existence. Menstruation taken as the subject of poetry proves both life-affirming and devastating, which the moon exemplifies in its embodiments. The lunar goddess, Lucina, who assists women in childbirth, appears in the poem in a double sense. Her presence marks the white sterility of the lunar transformations, which coincide with women’s menstrual cycle and the monthly failure of conception, but she likewise controls the tides, which symbolise birth and creation – “The white stomach may ripen yet” (Ibid). Moreover, she drags “our ancient father at the heel, / White-bearded, weary” (Ibid), controlling the masculine principle along with the metamorphic cyclical nature of life. The male presence in Plath’s poetry has always occupied an extensive portion of critical literature. The “grandiose colossus” (Plath 1981: 36) in “Letter to a Purist” is indicative of the governing image of Plath’s collection The Colossus and Other Poems, where the colossus is identified as a dominant, even sinister male figure, subsumed under the symbol of the sun, which contrasts and supplements the moon. The moon is impeccable in this poem; it embodies disinterested perfection and is the viewing landscape of the colossus, which is both the poetic speaker’s love and fool. The whiteness of the moon and its purity are portrayed as distant and unreachable for mortals, who are made up of “the muck-trap / Of skin and bone” (37). In “The Colossus,” the whiteness penetrates the imposing statue – his eyes contain the “bald, white tumuli” (129); while the surrounding landing is made of “blank stones” (130), upon which the narrator refuses to wait any longer. The awe-inspiring sterility of the eyes is a graveyard, and the poetic subject realises the necessity of detaching herself from such a fatherly figure, whether actual or symbolic as male/poetic influence. The separation itself is portrayed ambiguously since the alluring redness is still out of reach for the narrator. Another frequent symbol of masculine presence in Plath’s poetry, aside from the colossus, is the yew tree. In The White Goddess, the yew tree is listed as associated with death and blackness (Graves 1962: 119), which is a collocation Plath employs in “The Moon and the Yew Tree.” While initially Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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written as an exercise in poetic form, this poem contains motifs which permeate a significant portion of Plath’s mature verse. A contrast is established between the moon and the yew tree, which has a Gothic shape and points upwards, establishing a connecting direction for the poetic narrator. The moon is no door. It is a face in its own right, White as a knuckle and terribly upset. It drags the sea after it like a dark crime; it is quiet With the O-gape of complete despair. I live here. (Plath 1981: 173)



The speaker of the poem locates a maternal influence in the moon, who is disinterested and “not sweet like Mary,” given that the “moon sees nothing of this. She is bald and wild” (Ibid). The whiteness of the female moon carries in these lines connotations of death and despair, and while it contrasts the blackness of the yew tree, which arises from the ground as a dominant male figure, it corresponds to the tree with its dismal appearance. The O-gape the moon creates is the habitat of the poetic narrator, who cannot relate to the moon’s cold holiness. Its perfection is inaccessible, since the moon is no door, and oppressive in that the speaker desires a loving relationship with the maternal female goddess, but does not receive anything resembling Christian mercy or love. The wild nature of the moon could be interpreted as the untamed womanhood which does not arise from a patriarchal construction, but is yet to be experienced in its own right. A claim to such powerful imagery will later be made in some of Plath’s most accomplished lyrics, “Lady Lazarus” being a case in point. The moon’s O-shape appeared before in “The Rival,” in which the lunar goddess is no mother, but competition, “something beautiful, but annihilating” (166). The confrontation with one’s own nature is put forward as eternal (“White and blank, expansive as carbon monoxide”), and if one fails in responding to the demands of the rival, she risks waking “to a mausoleum” (Ibid). Furthermore, while a source of inspiration, the perfected whiteness of the moon is also devastating – it governs human life and behaviour, but it shows no sympathy for human suffering. In “The Munich Mannequins,” “[p]erfection is terrible, it cannot have children. / Cold as snow breath, it tamps the womb / Where the yew trees blow like hydras” (262). The relationship this kind of perfection establishes with the perfection of the lunar goddess is difficult to decipher, but as human, and more specifically female, nature can be oppressive and challenging, so are social constructs of “perfection” equally constricting. The mannequins give into the yew trees – the masculine principle, professional demands, social pressures – retaining their perfection in a formal sense, but failing to conceive life, whether it be an actual new-born child, or any kind of creative, authentic output. Purity is further explored in the poem “Fever 103°,” where the poetic narrator undergoes a series of transformations, while overcome with high 192
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temperature. The atmosphere built by the imagery of the poem is both hellish and heavenly. The speaker is initially surrounded by “tongues of hell”, “baby in its crib / […] Radiation turned it white / And killed it in an hour”, “Hiroshima air”, and sin (231). She is wondering what purity signifies, and concludes “I am too pure for you or anyone. / Your body / Hurts me as the world hurts God” (232). The cleansing brought on by the fever transforms the speaker into “a pure acetylene / Virgin” (Ibid), her head previously compared to the moon, indicating the White Goddess, who stands for metamorphosis (Graves 1962: 24). The colourless acetylene symbolises death, but in these mature poems, death is irrevocably connected with rebirth, as in the case of “Fever 103°,” where the female narrator experiences “(My selves dissolving, old whore petticoats) – / To Paradise” (Plath 1981: 232). The progression toward self-sufficient independence occurs in a surreal liminal state, when change is possible. It also appears that metamorphosis is not temporary, but a permanent condition of the speaker, who while participating in the world around her, does so by reconstituting its mythologies. She is resurrected through sheer creative force. 3.2. Other aspects of whiteness in the poetry of Sylvia Plath Perhaps the most obvious example of how Plath mythologised her imagery arises from the comparison between “Whiteness I Remember”, written in 1958, and the poem “Ariel” from the eponymous collection, containing Plath’s most explosive and most authentic poetry. Both poems concern a symbiosis accomplished between the poetic speaker and her horse, forwarding a notion of nature as a source of inspiration and a haven from the oppression of external forces. “Whiteness I Remember” is stylistically polished, with long, elegant lines, ending in “all colors / Spinning to still in his [the horse’s] one whiteness” (Plath 1981: 103). While the downright power of the horse as a continuation of the poetic narrator’s creative strength is obviously aimed at, the imagery is constricted by the physical nature of riding. In “Ariel,” on the other hand, such constrictions are released into an idiosyncratic and strangely metaphysical merging of the narrator and her horse. “Whiteness I Remember” functions, according to Wagner-Martin (2003: 117), as “a kind of ur-text for ‘Ariel’,” which then goes on to celebrate movement in the transformative progression of the female speaker, who is simultaneously “God’s lioness”, “White / Godiva”, and the arrow that “flies / Suicidal, at one with the drive / Into the red / Eye, the cauldron of morning” (Plath 1981: 239). Contrary to claims made within biographical criticism, by describing herself as suicidal, the poetic narrator does not allude to actual death, or at least Plath’s mythopoetic paradigm does not suggest so. Appropriating the qualities of the White Goddess, she unleashes the strength absorbed from Ariel, in addition to her own creative potential, and suffers a transformation through heat and Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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redness. In “Ariel”, redness appears in the context of the morning, which implies a beginning, a rebirth, a powerful recuperation. Plath’s two earlier poems, written while she was in hospital on account of an appendectomy in 1961, “In Plaster” and “Tulips”, both contain the imagery of whiteness as symbolic of intricately connected ideas. The cast in “In Plaster” is contrasted with the speaker’s body, but the two are likewise perversely attached to one another: “There are two of me now: / This new absolutely white person and the old yellow one, / And the white person is certainly the superior one” (158). The plaster resembles the moon in its attributes, being white, beautiful, and strong. The female narrator is afraid of its perfection – an idealised version of femininity imposed by societal institutions. However, she soon realises that the plaster has “a slave mentality” (159), and that it wants the speaker dead because she is the one who is in fact real. While she is aware of her infirm body, supported by the plaster for such a long time, she finally sees through it as her “own coffin” (160) and desires freedom. “In Plaster” contains some of the most powerful closing lines, affording its female narrator the vocabulary to oppose the oppressive normative constrictions: Now I see it must be one or the other of us. She may be a saint, and I may be ugly and hairy, But she’ll soon find out that that doesn’t matter a bit. I’m collecting my strength; one day I shall manage without her, And she’ll perish with emptiness then, and begin to miss me. (160)



“Tulips” latches onto the imagery realised in “In Plaster.” The poetic speaker is once again hospitalised, but this time the whiteness completely surrounds her and is embodied in all that numbs her ability to feel. The hospital is a winter-stricken environment where the female narrator becomes detached from reality and from herself: “As the light lies on these white walls, this bed, these hands. / I am nobody; I have nothing to do with explosions” (Ibid). She is stripped down to utmost purity, relieved of any attachments, be they pressing baggage or “loving associations” (161). The state of numbness is oddly appealing to the speaker, who welcomes effacement: “I only wanted / To lie with my hands turned up and be utterly empty. / How free it is, you have no idea how free” (Ibid). Having given in to the death drive, she enjoys stasis and is hurt by all that is alive: “The tulips are too red in the first place, they hurt me. / […] Their redness talks to my wound, it corresponds” (Ibid). The tragedy of the speaker lies in her desire to dematerialise, to escape whatever makes her mortal. By employing moon-related imagery to describe herself as “flat, ridiculous, a cut-paper shadow / Between the eye of the sun and the eyes of the tulips” (Ibid), she identifies with the lunar goddess and her perfected purity, although the permanence of such a pain-free existence proves unsustainable. The poem ends in a reference to the sea, controlled by the moon, which allowed the 194
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female speaker a period of detachment, but now demands a return to the imperfection of troubled human survival. The metamorphoses are inevitable and require incessant sacrifice: And I am aware of my heart: it opens and closes Its bowl of red blooms out of sheer love of me. The water I taste is warm and salt, like the sea, And comes from a country far away as health. (162)



A corresponding symbolism permeates Plath’s final poem, written on 5 February 1963, entitled “Edge.” It opens with familiar imagery, until in the second line the poetic speaker begins describing a woman who is no longer alive: “The woman is perfected. / Her dead / Body wears the smile of accomplishment” (272). As previously indicated, death in Plath’s poetry need not necessarily be interpreted in a literal sense, and taking into consideration the accomplished complexity of her mythopoetic vision, it probably should not. The appeal of such an interpretation is hard to resist primarily on account of Plath’s actual death six days after “Edge” was written. However, to disregard rebirth as a vital component of Plath’s lyrical mythology would be detrimental to the interpretation of her opus. “Edge” portrays the scene of a dead woman with Each dead child coiled, a white serpent, One at each little Pitcher of milk, now empty. She has folded Them back into her body as petals Of a rose […] (272-273)



This tableau is reminiscent of the death of Shakespeare’s (1988: 136) Cleopatra, who upon placing one of the serpents on her chest calls it the “baby at my breast / That sucks the nurse asleep”, which affords the dignity of ancient tragedy to the scene in “Edge.” The children again need not be interpreted as actual children, but as the more figurative progeny of the woman who is undergoing a rebirth, like the phoenix which arises from its own ashes. Naturally, the moon closes the poem, overlooking the scene in a typically disinterested manner: “She is used to this sort of thing. / Her blacks crackle and drag” (Plath 1981: 273). When one is familiar with Plath’s idiom, it becomes obvious that the uninvolved moon does not imply pessimism, but an overarching presence of a divinity which enables the crackling of life. The moon drags the waters of life, rebirth, and transformation, which is the legacy Plath has successfully integrated into her poetic oeuvre. Lipar / Journal for Literature, Language, Art and Culture / Year XVIII / Volume 63
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4. conclusion While the analysed aspects of the mythopoetics of whiteness in Plath’s poetry indicate a diversity of potential interpretations, the images of whiteness also ironically point to a lack which permeates Plath’s poetry and which has often found place in the criticism accusing her of narcissistic exploitation and appropriation of motifs used to signify only the experience of white, middle-class women6. However, although these insights do indicate a restrictedness of thematic scope, they should not be understood as discrediting Plath’s literary achievements. While the polyphony of voices present in her poetry is not all-inclusive, such comprehensiveness was probably never to be expected from her deeply personalised writing in the first place. Plath’s vision is unique and powerful in its own right, and her re-appropriation of mythic patterns for the sake of creating an authentic female poetic microcosm is highly allusive and symbolically rich, as this paper hopefully demonstrates. Sylvia Plath managed to model her oeuvre to partially coincide with her life, which she mythologised for that purpose. Such poetic methodology does not imply a confessional inappropriateness, especially when one takes into consideration the mythopoetic force her symbols were imbued with, whiteness and the moon being specifically relevant in this context. When approaching her poetry without prejudice and presupposed authorial functions, Plath’s voice resounds with culminating force to this day, which only shows that the poetic world she created is autonomous, complex, and still powerfully transformative.
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